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ABSTRACT

Despite more than 20 years since the discovery of the first gas giant planet with an anomalously
large radius, the mechanism for planet inflation remains unknown. Here, we report the discovery of
EPIC 228754001.01, an inflated gas giant planet found with the NASA K2 Mission, and a revised mass
for another inflated planet, K2-97b. These planets reside on ≈9 day orbits around host stars which
recently evolved into red giants. We constrain the irradiation history of these planets using models
constrained by asteroseismology and Keck/HIRES spectroscopy and radial velocity measurements.
We measure planet radii of 1.31 ± 0.11 RJ and 1.30 ± 0.07 RJ, respectively. These radii are typical
for planets receiving the current irradiation, but not the former, zero age main sequence irradiation
of these planets. This suggests that the current sizes of these planets are directly correlated to their
current irradiation. Our precise constraints of the masses and radii of the stars and planets in these
systems allow us to constrain the planetary heating efficiency of both systems as 0.03%+0.03%

−0.02%. These
results are consistent with a planet re-inflation scenario, but suggest the efficiency of planet re-inflation
may be lower than previously theorized. Finally, we discuss the agreement within 10% of stellar masses
and radii, and planet masses, radii, and orbital periods of both systems and speculate that this may
be due to selection bias in searching for planets around evolved stars.
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Since the first measurement of planet radii outside our
Solar System (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry et al.
2000), it has been known that gas giant planets with equi-
librium temperatures greater than 1000 K tend to have
radii larger than model predictions (Burrows et al. 1997;
Bodenheimer et al. 2001; Guillot & Showman 2002).
Moreover, a correlation has been observed between inci-
dent stellar radiation and planetary radius inflation (Bur-
rows et al. 2000; Laughlin et al. 2011; Lopez & Fortney
2016). The diversity of mechanisms proposed to explain
the inflation of giant planets (Baraffe et al. 2014) can be
split into two general classes: mechanisms where stellar
irradiation is deposited directly into the planet’s deep in-
terior, driving adiabatic heating of the planet and thus
inflating its radius (Class I, e.g., Bodenheimer et al. 2001;
Batygin & Stevenson 2010; Ginzburg & Sari 2016), and
mechanisms where no energy is deposited into the deep
planetary interior and the inflationary mechanism simply
acts to slow radiative cooling of the planet’s atmosphere,
preventing it from losing its initial heat and thus radius
inflation from its formation (Class II, e.g., Burrows et al.
2000; Chabrier & Baraffe 2007; Wu & Lithwick 2013).
These mechanism classes can be distinguished by mea-
suring the radii of planets that have recently experienced
a large changes in irradiation, such as planets orbiting red
giant stars at 10-30 day orbital periods (Lopez & Fort-
ney 2016). To quantify the distinction between mecha-
nism classes, we require that planets 1) approach or cross
the empirical planet inflation threshold of 2×108 erg s−1

cm−2 (≈150 F⊕ Demory & Seager 2011)) after reaching
the zero-age main sequence, and 2) experience a change
in incident flux large enough that the planet radius would
increase significantly, assuming it followed the trend be-
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tween incident flux and planet radius found by Laughlin
et al. (2011). If such planets are currently inflated, heat
from irradiation must have been deposited directly into
the planet interior, indicating that Class I mechanisms
must be at play, whereas if these planets are not inflated,
no energy has been transferred from the planet surface
into its deep interior, and thus Class II mechanisms are
favored. By constraining the efficiency of heat transfer
to inflated planets orbiting evolved host stars, we can
distinguish the efficiency of these two classes of inflation
mechanisms (Lopez & Fortney 2016; Ginzburg & Sari
2016).

To constrain the properties of giant planet inflation,
we search for transiting giant planets orbiting low lumi-
nosity red giant branch (LLRGB) stars with the NASA
K2 Mission (Howell et al. 2014; Huber 2016). These
stars are large enough that we can detect their oscilla-
tions to perform asteroseismology but small enough that
gas giant planet transits are still detectable in K2 long
cadence data. Close-in planets in these systems have
experienced significant changes in irradiation over time.
The first planet discovered by our survey, K2-97b, was
published by Grunblatt et al. (2016, hereafter referred
to as G16). Using a combination of asteroseismology,
transit analysis and radial velocity measurements, G16
measured the mass and radius of this planet to be 1.10 ±
0.12 MJ and 1.31 ± 0.11 RJ, respectively. This implied
a direct heating efficiency of 0.1%–0.5%, suggesting that
the planet radius was directly influenced by the increase
in irradiation caused by the host star evolution.

Here, we present additional radial velocity data that
revise the mass of K2-97 to 0.48 ± 0.07 MJ, as well
as the discovery of the second planet in our survey,
EPIC 228754001.01, with a radius of 1.30 ± 0.07 RJ and
mass of 0.49 ± 0.06 MJ. These planets currently receive
incident fluxes between 700 and 1100 F⊕, but previously
received fluxes between 100 and 350 F⊕ when the host
stars were on the main sequence. Quantifying the inci-
dent flux evolution of these systems allows us to estimate
the planetary heating efficiency and distinguish between
planetary inflation mechanisms.

2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1. K2 Photometry

In the K2 extension to the NASA Kepler mission, mul-
tiple fields along the ecliptic are observed almost contin-
uously for approximately 80 days (Howell et al. 2014).
EPIC 211351816 (now known as K2-97; G16) was se-
lected for observation as a part of K2 Guest Observer
Proposal GO5089 (PI: Huber) and observed in Cam-
paign 5 of K2 during the first half of 2015. EPIC
228754001 was selected and observed in Campaign 10
of K2 as part of K2 Guest Observer Proposal GO10036
(PI: Huber) in the second half of 2016. As the Kepler
telescope now has unstable pointing due to the failure
of two of its reaction wheels, it is necessary to correct
for the pointing-dependent error in the flux received per
pixel. We produced a lightcurve by simultaneously fit-
ting thruster systematics, low frequency variability, and
planet transits with a Levenberg-Marquardt minimiza-
tion algorithm, using a modified version of the pipeline
from Vanderburg et al. (2016). These lightcurves were
then normalized and smoothed with a 75 hour median

filter, and points deviating from the mean by more than
5-σ were removed. By performing a box least-squares
transit search for transits with 5- to 40-day orbital peri-
ods and 3- to 30-hr transit durations on these lightcurves
using the algorithm of Kovács et al. (2002), we identified
transits of ≈500 and ≈1000 ppm, respectively. Using the
techniques of G16 and those described in §4.1, we deter-
mined the transits came from an object which was plan-
etary in nature. Figure 1 shows our adopted lightcurves
for K2-97 and EPIC 228754001.

2.2. Imaging with Keck/NIRC2 AO

To check for potential blended background stars, we
obtained natural guide-star adaptive optics (AO) images
of EPIC 228754001 through the broad K ′ filter (λcenter

= 2.124 µm) with the Near-Infrared Camera (NIRC2) at
the Keck-2 telescope on Maunakea during the night of
UT 25 January 2017. The narrow camera (pixel scale
0.01”) was used for all sets of observations. No addi-
tional sources were detected within ∼3” of the star. The
contrast ratio of the detection limit is more than 7 mag-
nitudes at 0.5”; brighter objects could be detected to
within 0.15” of the star. These data were collected to
quantify the possibility of potential false positive sce-
narios in these systems, and the relevant analysis is de-
scribed in §4.2. Previous analysis by G16 of NIRC2 AO
images of K2-97 reached effectively identical conclusions.

Images were processed using a custom Python
pipeline that linearized, dark-subtracted, flattened, sky-
subtracted, and co-added the images (Metchev & Hillen-
brand 2009). A cutout∼3.0” across, centered on the star,
was made and inserted back into the processed image as
a simulated companion. A contrast curve was generated
by decreasing the brightness and angular separation of
the simulated companion with respect to the primary,
until the limits of detection (3.0σ) were reached. Figure
2 plots the contrast ratio for detection as a function of
distance from the source EPIC 228754001.

2.3. High-Resolution Spectroscopy and Radial Velocity
Measurements with Keck/HIRES

We obtained a high resolution, high signal-to-noise
spectrum of K2-97 and EPIC 228754001 using the High
Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) on the 10 me-
ter Keck-I telescope at Mauna Kea Observatory on the
Big Island of Hawaii. HIRES provides spectral resolution
of roughly 65,000 in a wavelength range of 4500 to 6200
Å (Vogt et al. 1994), and has been used to both charac-
terize over 1000 Kepler planet host stars (Petigura et al.
2017) as well as confirm and provide precise parameters
of over 2000 Kepler planets (Fulton et al. 2017; Johnson
et al. 2017). Our spectra were analyzed using the soft-
ware package SpecMatch (Petigura 2015) following the
procedure outlined in G16.

Radial velocity (RV) measurements were obtained be-
tween January 27, 2016 and April 10, 2017 using the High
Resolution Echelle Spectrometer (HIRES) on the Keck-I
Telescope at the Mauna Kea Observatory in Hawaii. In-
dividual measurements are listed in Table 1 and shown
in Figure 9. All RV spectra were obtained through
an iodine gas cell. We collected three measurements
of K2-97 with Keck/HIRES in 2016, and seven addi-
tional measurements in 2017. All eleven measurements of
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Fig. 1.— Detrended K2 lightcurves of K2-97 (bottom) and EPIC 228754001 (top). These lightcurves were produced using a modified
method of the pipeline presented in Vanderburg et al. (2016), where both instrument systematics and the planet transit were modeled
simultaneously to prevent transit dilution. The lightcurve has been normalized and median filtered as well as unity subtracted. Individual
transits are visible by eye, and are denoted by red fiducial marks.

Fig. 2.— Contrast in differential K′ magnitude as a function
of angular separation from EPIC 228754001. No companions were
detected within 3” of the source. G16 found effectively identical
results for K2-97.

EPIC 228754001 were taken between December 2016 and
April 2017. Fits to the radial velocity data were made us-
ing the publicly available software package RadVel (Ful-
ton & Petigura 2017) and confirmed through indepen-
dent analysis presented in §4.2. We adopted the same
method for radial velocity analysis as described in G16
(Butler et al. 1996).

3. HOST STAR CHARACTERISTICS

3.1. Spectroscopic Analysis

TABLE 1
Radial Velocities

Star BJD-2440000 RV (m s−1) Prec. (m s−1)

K2-97 17414.927751 -4.91 1.79
K2-97 17422.855362 -38.94 1.72
K2-97 17439.964043 -17.95 2.22
K2-97 17774.905553 -44.03 1.85
K2-97 17790.840786 -50.74 1.77
K2-97 17802.819367 7.96 1.76
K2-97 17803.836621 38.90 1.64
K2-97 17830.802784 32.84 1.77
K2-97 17853.790069 23.05 1.78
K2-97 17854.774479 46.68 1.85

EPIC228754001 17748.099507 -30.32 1.95
EPIC228754001 17764.115738 25.80 1.66
EPIC228754001 17766.139232 -40.85 1.96
EPIC228754001 17776.065142 -26.91 1.54
EPIC228754001 17789.093812 26.09 1.74
EPIC228754001 17790.091515 45.40 1.68
EPIC228754001 17791.071462 46.31 1.85
EPIC228754001 17794.992775 -22.43 1.88
EPIC228754001 17803.927316 -37.99 1.91
EPIC228754001 17830.066681 -34.92 1.83
EPIC228754001 17854.937650 50.42 1.78

Note. — The precisions listed here are instrumental only, and
do not take into account the uncertainty introduced by stellar jitter.
For moderately evolved stars like K2-97 and EPIC 228754001, radial
velocity jitter on relevant timescales can reach &10 m s−1 (see G16
and §4.2 for more details).

In order to obtain precise values for the effective tem-
perature and metallicity of the star, we used the soft-
ware package SpecMatch (Petigura 2015) and adopted
the spectroscopic analysis method described in G16 for
both stars. SpecMatch searches a grid of synthetic model
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spectra from Coelho et al. (2005) to find the best-fit val-
ues for Teff , log g, [Fe/H], mass and radius of the star.
We report the effective temperature Teff and metallicity
[Fe/H] from the SpecMatch analysis here. We also note
that the log gspec = 3.19 ± 0.07 value from the spectro-
scopic analysis is fully consistent with the asteroseismic
determination of log gAS = 3.26±0.008 (see next Section
for details), so no iteration was needed to recalculate Teff

and metallicity once asteroseismic parameters had been
determined.

3.2. Asteroseismology

Stellar oscillations are stochastically excited and
damped at characteristic frequencies due to turbulence
from convection in the outer layers of the star. The char-
acteristic oscillation timescales or frequencies are deter-
mined by the internal structure of the star. By mea-
suring the peak frequency of power excess (νmax) and
frequency spacing between individual radial orders of os-
cillation (∆ν), the stellar mass, radius, and density can
all be determined to 10% precision or better.

Similar to G16, we employed asteroseismology us-
ing K2 long-cadence data by measuring stellar os-
cillation frequencies to determine precise fundamental
properties of the evolved host star EPIC 228754001.
Figure 3 compares the power spectra of K2-97 and
EPIC 228754001. Compared to the power excess of
K2-97 near ≈ 220µHz (75 minutes), EPIC 228754001 os-
cillates with higher frequencies near ≈ 250µHz (65 min-
utes), indicative of a smaller, less evolved RGB star.

Figure 3 also shows that the power excess of
EPIC 228754001 is less broad and triangular than K2-97.
This is most likely due to the proximity of the power ex-
cess to the long-cadence Nyquist frequency (283.24 µHz),
causing an attenuation of the oscillation amplitude due
to aliasing effects. The proximity to the Nyquist fre-
quency also implies that the real power excess could lie
either below or above the Nyquist frequency (Chaplin
et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2016). To discern between these
scenarios, we applied the method of Yu et al. (2016) to
distinguish the real power excess from its aliased coun-
terpart. Based on the power-law relation determined by
Yu et al. (2016), ∆ν = 0.262 × 0.770νmax, as well as a
consistent measurement of ∆ν = 18.46 ± 0.26 µHz both
above and below the Nyquist frequency, we find νmax =
245.65 ± 3.51µHz, suggesting the true oscillations lie be-
low the Nyquist frequency. To validate this conclusion,
we also constructed the global oscillation pattern via the
ε-∆ν relation (Stello et al. 2016) for the given ∆ν value
and found the power excess below the Nyquist frequency
demonstrates the expected frequency phase shift ε and
matches the expected frequency pattern more precisely.
The collapsed échelle diagram generated from the Huber
et al. (2009) pipeline indicates the total power of the l
= 2 modes is smaller than that for the l = 0 modes,
which also suggests the real power excess is below the
Nyquist frequency (Yu et al. 2016). Independent aster-
oseismic analyses using both a separate pipeline for as-
teroseismic value estimation as well as using lightcurves
detrended using different methods recovered asteroseis-
mic parameters in good agreement with the values shown
here (North et al. 2017). In addition, the asteroseismic
analyses of G16 also strongly agree with our results for
K2-97.

To estimate stellar properties from νmax and ∆ν, we
use the asteroseismic scaling relations of Brown et al.
(1991); Kjeldsen & Bedding (1995):

∆ν

∆ν�
≈ f∆ν

(
ρ

ρ�

)0.5

, (1)

νmax

νmax,�
≈ g

g�

(
Teff

Teff,�

)−0.5

. (2)

Equations (1) and (2) can be rearranged to solve for mass
and radius:

M

M�
≈
(
νmax

νmax,�

)3(
∆ν

f∆ν∆ν�

)−4(
Teff

Teff,�

)1.5

(3)

R

R�
≈
(
νmax

νmax,�

)(
∆ν

f∆ν∆ν�

)−2(
Teff

Teff,�

)0.5

. (4)

Our adopted solar reference values are νmax,� =
3090µHz and ∆ν� = 135.1µHz (Huber et al. 2011a),
as well as Teff,� = 5777 K.

It has been shown that asteroseismically-determined
masses are systematically larger than masses determined
using other methods, particularly for the most evolved
stars (Sharma et al. 2016). To address this, we also
adopt a correction factor of f∆ν = 0.994 for K2-97 from
G16 and calculate a correction factor f∆ν = 0.998 for
EPIC 228754001 following the procedure of Sharma et al.
(2016). Our final adopted values for the stellar radius,
mass, log g and densities of K2-97 and EPIC 228754001
are calculated using these modified asteroseismic scaling
relations, and are listed in Table 2.

4. LIGHTCURVE ANALYSIS AND PLANETARY
PARAMETERS

4.1. Gaussian process transit models

The transits of K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01 were
first identified using the box least-squares procedure de-
scribed in G16 and §2.1 (Kovács et al. 2002). The de-
trended lightcurves, phase folded at the period detected
by the box least-squares search and fit with best-fit tran-
sit models, are shown in Figure 4.

Evolved stars display correlated stellar variation on
timescales of hours to weeks due to stellar granulation
and oscillation (Mathur et al. 2012), leading to system-
atic errors in transit parameter estimation (Carter &
Winn 2009; Barclay et al. 2015). Thus, a stochastically-
driven and damped simple harmonic oscillator can be
used to both describe the stellar oscillation and granu-
lation noise in a lightcurve as well as characterize the
fundamental physical properties of the star.

In G16, we used a squared exponential Gaussian pro-
cess estimation model to remove stellar variability in the
K2 lightcurve and measure the transit depth of K2-97b
precisely. Here, we used a Gaussian process estimation
kernel that assumes stellar variability can be described by
a stochastically-driven damped simple harmonic oscilla-
tor, modified from the method of G16. We also present
results using the previously tested squared exponential
Gaussian process kernel, which has been successfully ap-
plied to remove correlated noise in various one dimen-
sional datasets in the past (Gibson et al. 2012; Dawson
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Fig. 3.— Power density of EPIC 228754001 (top) and K2-97 (bottom) estimated from K2 lightcurves, centered on the frequency range
where stellar oscillations can be detected for low luminosity red giant branch (LLRGB) stars. In both cases, stellar oscillations are clearly
visible. Note that the power excess of EPIC 228754001 does not display a typical Gaussian solar-like oscillation profile due to its proximity
to the K2 long-cadence Nyquist frequency (283 µHz).

TABLE 2
Stellar and Planetary Properties for K2-97 and EPIC 228754001

Property K2-97 EPIC 228754001 Source

Kepler Magnitude 12.41 11.65 Huber et al. (2016)
Temperature Teff 4790 ± 90 K 4840 ± 90 K spectroscopy
Metallicity [Fe/H] +0.42 ± 0.08 -0.01 ± 0.08 spectroscopy
Stellar Mass, Mstar 1.16 ± 0.12 M� 1.08 ± 0.08 M� asteroseismology
Stellar Radius, Rstar 4.20 ± 0.14 R� 3.85 ± 0.13 R� asteroseismology
Density, ρ∗ 0.0222 ± 0.0004 g cm−3 0.0264 ± 0.0008 g cm−3 asteroseismology
log g 3.26 ± 0.01 3.297 ± 0.007 asteroseismology
Age 7.6 +5.5

−2.3 Gyr 8.5 +4.5
−2.8 Gyr isochrones

Planet Radius, Rp 1.31 ± 0.11 RJ 1.30 ± 0.07 RJ GP+transit model
Orbital Period Porb 8.4061 ± 0.0015 days 9.1751 ± 0.0025 days GP+transit model
Planet Mass, Mp 0.48 ± 0.07 MJ 0.49 ± 0.06 MJ RV model

Note. — All values for the K2-97 system have been taken from G16, with the exception of the system
age, which was recalculated for this publication. See §5.1 for a discussion of the system age calculations.

et al. 2014; Haywood et al. 2014; Barclay et al. 2015;
Grunblatt et al. 2015, 2016).

We describe the covariance of the time-series data as
an N×N matrix Σ where

Σij = σ2
i δij + k(τij) (5)

where σi is the observational uncertainty, δij is the Kro-
necker delta, and k(τij) is the so-called covariance kernel
function that quantifies the correlations between times ti
and tj (Rasmussen 2006).

Following Foreman-Mackey et al. (2017), the kernel

function we use can be expressed as

k(τij) =

N∑
n=1

[anexp(−cnτij)cos(dnτij)

+ bnexp(−cnτij)cos(dnτij)] (6)

where an, bn, cn and dn are a set of constants that de-
fine the nth term in our kernel function. We then rede-
fine these constants an, bn, cn and dn as simple harmonic
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Fig. 4.— Detrended K2 lightcurves of EPIC 228754001 (top) and K2-97 (bottom), folded at the observed transit period. Preliminary
transit fit parameters were established through a box least squares search (Kovács et al. 2002); our final pure transit models (Mandel &
Agol 2002) are shown as solid lines.

Fig. 5.— Illustration of a transit in the EPIC 228754001
lightcurve. The best-fit transit model is shown in red. A com-
bined best-fit transit + squared exponential Gaussian process (SE
GP) model is shown in orange, with 1-σ model uncertainties shown
by the orange shaded region. A combined best-fit transit + simple
harmonic oscillator Gaussian process (SHO GP) model is shown
with 1-σ uncertainties in blue. In addition to having a smaller
uncertainties than the SE GP model, the SHO GP model also
captures variations on different timescales more accurately, and is
physically motivated by the oscillation signal of the star.

oscillator components Qn, ω0,n and S0,n such that

k(τij) = S0ω0Qe
−
ω0τij
2Q ×

cosh(ηω0τij) + 1
2ηQ sinh(ηω0τij), 0 < Q < 1/2

2(1 + ω0τij), Q = 1/2

cos(ηω0τij) + 1
2ηQ sin(ηω0τij), 1/2 < Q,

(7)

where Qn represents the quality factor or damping coef-
ficient of the nth simple harmonic oscillator, ω0,n repre-
sents the resonant frequency of the nth simple harmonic

Fig. 6.— The power spectrum of the EPIC 228754001 lightcurve
(gray) overlaid with the simple harmonic oscillator Gaussian pro-
cess model (solid blue line). Uncertainties in the model are given by
the blue contours. The individual component terms of the Gaus-
sian process model are shown by dotted lines. The two low Q
components account for the granulation noise signal at low fre-
quencies. The high Q component traces the envelope of stellar
oscillation signal and allows us to estimate the frequency of max-
imum power of the stellar oscillations, and thus determine νmax
from the time domain.

oscillator, S0,n is proportional to the power at ω = ω0,n,

and η =
√

1− (4Q2)−1. We find that we can describe
the stellar variability seen in our data as a sum of three
simple harmonic oscillator components, similar to many
asteroseismic models used to describe stellar oscillations
(eg., Huber et al. 2009). This allows us to create a phys-
ically motivated model of stellar variability from which
we can produce rigorous probabilistic measurements of
asteroseismic quantities using only time domain infor-
mation.

Our simple harmonic oscillator Gaussian process model
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Fig. 7.— Posterior distributions of planet radius based on our
stellar parameters derived from asteroseismology and transit depth
measured in our transit + squared exponential Gaussian process
model (SE GP model, orange) and our transit + simple har-
monic oscillator Gaussian process model (SHO GP model, blue)
for EPIC 228754001.01. Parameters differ between the two mod-
els, but both provide estimates of Rp/R∗ which can be converted
into planet radius and directly compared. We find that our squared
exponential (SE) GP model strongly agrees with our simple har-
monic oscillator (SHO) GP model.

consists of three main components: twoQ = 1/
√

2 terms,
which are commonly used to model granulation in as-
teroseismic analyses (Harvey 1985; Huber et al. 2009;
Kallinger et al. 2014), and one Q � 1 term, which
has been shown to describe stellar oscillations effectively
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017), to describe the envelope
of stellar oscillation signal. The resonant frequency ω0

of this component of is thus an independent estimate of
νmax, and we compare our asteroseismic νmax measure-
ment made from analysis in the frequency domain to the
νmax we generate here through a pure time domain anal-
ysis. We find good agreement between our independent
estimates of νmax for EPIC 228754001 using both tradi-
tional asteroseismic analysis methods (νmax = 245.65 ±
3.51 µHz) and our simple harmonic oscillator Gaussian
process model estimate (νmax,GP = 241.8 ± 1.9 µHz).

Following the procedure of G16, we incorporate a tran-
sit model with initial parameters determined by the box
least-squares analysis as the mean function from which
residuals and the Gaussian process kernel parameters
are estimated. By exploring probability space through
an MCMC routine where a likelihood for the combined
transit and variability model is calculated repeatedly, we
simultaneously optimize both the stellar variability and
transit parameters. The logarithm of the posterior like-
lihood of our model is given as

log[L(r)] = −1

2
rTΣ−1r− 1

2
log|Σ| − n

2
log(2π), (8)

where r is the vector of residuals of the data after removal
of the mean function (in our case, r is the lightcurve
signal minus the transit model), and n the number of
data points.

We repeat this process using both the new simple har-
monic oscillator Gaussian process estimator as well as the
squared exponential Gaussian process estimator. We il-
lustrate our transit + GP models and uncertainties in the
time domain in Figure 5, as well as our simple harmonic
oscillator GP model in the frequency domain in Figure
6. We find that our simple harmonic oscillator Gaus-
sian process estimation is able to capture variation on a
wider range of timescales than the squared exponential

Gaussian process estimation, and also features smaller
uncertainty distributions in the time domain. In addi-
tion, the simple harmonic oscillator model exploits the
tridiagonal structure of a covariance matrix generated
by a mixture of exponentials such that it scales linearly,
rather than cubicly, with the size of the input dataset.
This means the squared exponential Gaussian process es-
timation takes over an order of magnitude more time to
generate for the entire lightcurve than the simple har-
monic oscillator model despite having less than half the
number of parameters. Furthermore, the squared expo-
nential estimate provides a poor estimate of the appear-
ance of the data in the frequency domain, whereas the
simple harmonic oscillator estimate is able to reproduce
both an estimate of the granulation background as well as
the stellar oscillation signal, two of the strongest features
of the stellar signal in the frequency domain. The similar-
ity between the simple harmonic oscillator estimate and
the power spectral density estimate from the lightcurve is
particularly remarkable considering all fitting was done
using time domain information, suggesting that this sim-
ple harmonic oscillator estimation technique may be a
valuable prototype for designing a technique to perform
ensemble asteroseismology using only time domain in-
formation (Brewer & Stello 2009; Foreman-Mackey et al.
2017).

Due to the benefits from employing the simple har-
monic oscillator Gaussian process estimation technique
to extract the planet to star radius ratio, we choose to
use the results from this model as our accepted values for
calculating planet radius. We show the best-fit results for
selected parameters of interest in Table 3. The posterior
distributions of the planet radius estimated with both
methods are shown in Figure 7, illustrating that planet
radius estimates by both Gaussian process techniques are
in very good agreement.

Figure 8 illustrates the parameter distributions for the
full transit+GP model. All parameters are sampled in
logarithmic space. The first nine parameters are simple
harmonic oscillator components terms of the model, as
well as the white noise σ. The last four parameters of
the model are transit parameters Rp/R∗, stellar density
ρ, phase parameter T0, and impact parameter b, . Corre-
lations between b and Rp/R∗ can be seen. Uniform box
priors were placed on all GP parameters to ensure physi-
cal values. In addition, lnω0,0 has a strict lower bound of
1.1 as the data quality at frequencies lower than 3 µHz
is too poor to warrant modeling. lnQ2 has a strict upper
bound of 4.2 to ensure that the envelope of stellar oscil-
lations is modeled as opposed to individual frequencies
of stellar oscillation (which correspond to higher Q val-
ues), and ω0,2 has bounds of 200 and 280 µHz to ensure
that the excess modeled corresponds to the asteroseis-
mic excess determined previously. The lower bound of
the white noise parameter lnσ posterior distribution is
also set by a uniform box prior, as the median absolute
deviation of the lightcurve (162 ppm, not a variable in
our model) is sufficient to capture the uncorrelated vari-
ability in our data and thus any additional white noise
below this level is equally likely given this dataset. A
Gaussian prior has been placed on ρ according to its as-
teroseismic determination in §3.2. Eccentricity is fixed to
zero for our transit model, based on arguments explained
in §5.3.
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Fig. 8.— Posterior distributions for the complete transit + GP model of EPIC 228754001. The first 8 parameters are part of the GP
model, whereas the last 4 are components of the transit model. Individual parameter posterior distributions are shown along the diagonal,
while correlations between two parameters are shown as the off-diagonal, two-dimensional distributions. Median values are indicated by
the blue lines; dotted lines indicate 1-σ uncertainties. Priors are discussed in further detail within the text.

In addition, the quadratic limb darkening parameters
γ1 and γ2 in our transit model were fixed to the (Claret
& Bloemen 2011) stellar atmosphere model grid values of
0.6505 and 0.1041, respectively. These values correspond
to the stellar model atmosphere closest to the measured
temperature, surface gravity, and metallicity of the host
star. As Barclay et al. (2015) demonstrate that limb
darkening parameters are poorly constrained by the tran-
sits of a giant planet orbiting a giant star with 4 years of
Kepler photometry, our much smaller sample of transits,
all of which are polluted by stellar variability, would not
be sufficient to constrain limb darkening.

In order to evaluate parameter convergence, the
Gelman-Rubin statistic was calculated for each parame-
ter distribution and forced to reach 1.01 or smaller (Gel-
man & Rubin 1992). In order to achieve this, 30 Monte
Carlo Markov Chains with 50,000 steps each were used
to produce parameter distributions.

4.2. Radial Velocity Analysis, Planetary Confirmation,
and False Positive Assessment

We modeled the Keck/HIRES RV measurements of
K2-97 and EPIC 228754001 following the method of G16,
with slight modifications. Similarly to G16, we produced
an initial fit for the systems using the publicly available
Python package RadVel (Fulton & Petigura 2017), and
then fit the data independently as a Keplerian system
with amplitude K, phase φ, white noise σ, and radial
velocity zeropoint z, and a period θ predetermined and
fixed from the transit analysis.

We assume the eccentricity of the planet is fixed to
zero in our transit and radial velocity analysis based on
dynamical arguments presented in §5.3. Nevertheless,
the data is not sufficient to precisely constrain the ec-
centricity of this system. Jones et al. (2017) explore the
possibilities of eccentricity in this system in further de-
tail.
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Due to the relatively high degree of scatter within our
radial velocity measurements, and the known increase
in radial velocity scatter due to stellar jitter as stars
evolve up the red giant branch (Huber et al. 2011b),
we fit for the astrophysical white noise error and add it
to our radial velocity measurement errors in quadrature,
finding typical errors of 10–15 m s−1. Non-transiting
planets orbiting at different orbital periods may also add
additional uncertainty to our measurements. We have
probed modestly for these planets by collecting radial
velocity measurements spanning multiple orbital peri-
ods of the transiting planet in both systems, confirming
that the dominant periodic radial velocity signal coin-
cides with the transit events. Median values and uncer-
tainties on Keplerian model parameters were determined
using Monte Carlo Markov Chain analysis powered by
emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We illustrate the
radial velocity measurements of both systems as well as
the best-fit Keplerian models in Figure 9.

Figure 10 illustrates the posterior distributions for the
RV model amplitude K, phase φ, zeropoint z, and un-
correlated uncertainty σ. In order to evaluate parameter
convergence, the Gelman-Rubin statistic was calculated
for each parameter distribution and forced to reach 1.01
or smaller (Gelman & Rubin 1992). In order to achieve
this, 30 Monte Carlo Markov Chains with 50,000 steps
each were used to produce parameter distributions.

The initial confirmation of the K2-97b system included
the three earliest Keck/HIRES measurements shown here
as well as radial velocities measured by the Automated
Planet Finder (APF) Levy Spectrometer at the Lick Ob-
servatory in California. Due to the relatively large un-
certainties on the APF measurements, the earlier mass
estimates were dominated by the Keck/HIRES data.
However, the small number of Keck/HIRES measure-
ments spanned less than 10% of the entire orbit. This
limited coverage, as well as an overly conservative es-
timate of stellar jitter, resulted in an overestimate of
the mass of K2-97b in G16. The additional coverage by
Keck/HIRES since the publication of G16 has negated
the issues brought by the relatively large uncertainties of
the APF measurements, and effectively expanded the ra-
dial velocity phase coverage to >50%. This revealed that
the previous characterization of stellar jitter was an un-
derestimate and the planet mass was significantly lower
than estimated in G16.

We quantitatively evaluated false positive scenarios for
EPIC 228754001.1 as in G16 and more thoroughly de-
scribed in Gaidos et al. (2016), using our adaptive optics
(AO) imaging and lack of a long-term trend in our ra-
dial velocity measurements of EPIC 228754001 to rule
out a background eclipsing binaries or hierarchical triple
(companion eclipsing binary). We reject these scenarios
because the nearly 8 hr transit duration is much too long
compared to that expected for an eclipsing binary with
the same period, provided that the system is not highly
eccentric (e > 0.3), and our radial velocity measurements
rule out a scenario involving two stellar mass objects.
Preliminary evidence from our radial velocity data also
suggests that an eccentricity of e > 0.3 is unlikely for this
system, but a full exploration of eccentricity scenarios is
beyond the scope of this article (see §5.3 for more de-
tails). Furthermore, a background evolved star that was

TABLE 3
Posterior Probabilities from Lightcurve and Radial

Velocity MCMC Modeling of EPIC 228754001

Parameter Posterior Value Prior

ρ (g cm−3) 0.0264+0.0008
−0.0007 N (0.0264; 0.0008)

T0 (BJD-2454833) 2757.1491+0.008
−0.009 U(5.5; 9.5)

Porb (days) 9.1751+0.0023
−0.0027 U(9.0; 9.4)

b 0.848+0.007
−0.008 U(0.0, 1.0 + Rp/R∗)

Rp/R∗ 0.0325+0.0014
−0.0011 U(0.0, 0.5)

νmax,GP (µHz) 241.8+1.9
−1.9 U(120, 280))

K (m s−1) 42.1+4.3
−4.2

T0,RV (BKJD % Porb) 3.57+0.19
−0.19 U(0.0, Porb)

σRV (m s−1) 11.5+4.1
−2.6 U(0, 100)

Note. — N indicates a normal distribution with mean and standard
deviation given respectively. U indicates a uniform distribution between
the two given boundaries. Ephemerides were fit relative to the first
measurement in the sample and then later converted to Barycentric
Kepler Julian Date (BKJD).

unresolved by our AO imaging is too unlikely� 2×10−7

and the dilution too high by the foreground (target) star
to explain the signal. Evolved companions are ruled out
by our AO imaging to within 0.2” and stellar counter-
parts within ∼ 1 AU are ruled out by the absence of an
RV drift.

We cannot rule out companions that could cause a
small systematic error in planet radius due to dilution of
the transit signal. However, to change the planet radius
by one standard error the minimum contrast ratio in the
Kepler bandpass must be 0.1. If the star is cooler than
EPIC 228754001 (likely, since a hotter, more massive star
would be more evolved) then the contrast in the K-band
of our NIRC2 imaging would be even higher. We can rule
out all such stars exterior to 0.15 arcsec (∼ 50 AU) of
the primary; absence of a significant drift in the Doppler
data or a second set of lines in the HIRES spectrum rules
out stellar companions within about 1 AU. Regardless,
transit dilution by an unresolved companion would mean
that the planet is actually larger than we estimate and
inflation even more likely.

5. CONSTRAINING PLANET INFLATION SCENARIOS

5.1. Irradiation Histories of K2-97b and
EPIC 228754001.01

Planets with orbital periods of <30 days will expe-
rience levels of irradiation comparable to typical hot
Jupiters for more than 100 Myr during post-main se-
quence evolution. Thus, we can test planet inflation
mechanisms by examining how planets respond to in-
creasing irradiation as the host star leaves the main se-
quence. Following the nomenclature of Lopez & Fortney
(2016), if the inflation mechanism requires direct heat-
ing and thus falls into Class I, the planet’s radius should
increase around a post-main sequence star. However,
if the inflation mechanism falls into Class II, requiring
delayed cooling, there should be no effect on planet ra-
dius as a star enters the red giant phase, and re-inflation
will not occur. As K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01 are
inflated now but may not have received irradiation sig-
nificantly above the inflation threshold on the main se-
quence, they provide valuable tests for the re-inflation
hypothesis. Furthermore, these systems can be used to
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Fig. 9.— Black points show Keck/HIRES radial velocity measurements of the K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01 systems, phase-folded at
their orbital periods derived from lightcurve analysis. Errors correspond to the measurement errors of the instrument added in quadrature
to the measured astrophysical jitter. The dashed colored curves correspond to the one-planet Keplerian orbit fit to the data, using the
median value of the posterior distribution for each fitted Keplerian orbital parameter. Parameter posterior distributions were determined
through MCMC analysis with emcee.

Fig. 10.— Posterior distributions for the complete RV model of EPIC 228754001.01. Individual parameter posterior distributions are
shown along the diagonal, while correlations between two parameters are shown as the off-diagonal, two-dimensional distributions. Median
values are indicated by the blue lines; dotted lines indicate 1-σ uncertainties.
constrain the mechanisms of heat transfer and dissipa- tion within planets (e.g., Tremblin et al. 2017).
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Fig. 11.— Incident flux as a function of evolutionary state for
K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01. The current incident flux on the
planets is denoted in green. Solid blue and red lines and shaded ar-
eas show the median and 1-σ confidence interval considering uncer-
tainties in stellar mass and metallicity. The black dashed lines cor-
respond to the median incident fluxes for known populations of hot
gas giant planets of different radii (Demory & Seager 2011, NASA
Exoplanet Archive, 9/14/2017). The top axis shows representative
ages for the best-fit stellar parameters of EPIC 228754001.

To trace the incident flux history of both planets we
used a grid of Parsec v2.1 evolutionary tracks (Bressan
et al. 2012) with metallicities ranging from [Fe/H] =
−0.18 to 0.6 dex and masses ranging from 0.8 − 1.8M�.
Compared to G16, we used an improved Monte-Carlo
sampling scheme by interpolating evolutionary tracks to
a given mass and metallicity following normal distribu-
tions with the values given in Table 2, and tracing the in-
cident flux across equal evolutionary states as indicated
by the “phase” parameter in Parsec models. We per-
formed 1000 iterations for each system, and the result-
ing probability distributions are shown as a function of
evolutionary state in Figure 11. We note that each evolu-
tionary state corresponds to a different age depending on
stellar mass and metallicity. Representative ages for the
best-fit stellar parameters of EPIC 228754001 are given
on the upper x-axis. Current incident flux and age ranges
for the planets were determined by restricting models to
within 1-σ of the measured temperature and radius of
each system (Table 2).

Figure 11 demonstrates that both planets lie near the
Demory & Seager (2011) empirical threshold for inflated
planets at the zero age main sequence. Planets below
this threshold have typical planet radii below 1.0 RJ.
Just after the end of their main sequence lifetimes, the
irradiance on these planets reached the median incident
flux on a typical 1.2 RJ planet determined by the median
incident flux values for confirmed planets listed in the
NASA Exoplanet Archive with radii consistent with 1.2
RJ.As the maximum radius of H/He planets determined
by structural evolutionary models has been found to be
1.2 RJ, we treat this as the maximum size at which plan-
ets could be considered “uninflated,” providing a more
conservative incident flux boundary range for inflation
than the lower limit established by Demory & Seager
(2011) or the Laughlin et al. (2011) planetary effective
temperature-radius anomaly models. Now that the host
stars have evolved off the main sequence, these planets
have reached incident flux values typical for 1.3 RJ plan-

ets. The median incident flux for 1.3 RJ planets was de-
termined from a sample of confirmed planets taken from
the NASA Exoplanet Archive (accessed 9/14/2017).

The average main sequence fluxes of K2-97b and
EPIC 228754001.01 are 170+140

−60 F⊕ and 190+150
−80 F⊕, re-

spectively. These values are more than 4.5-σ from the
median fluxes of well-characterized 1.3 RJ planets. How-
ever, the current incident fluxes of 900±200 F⊕ on these
planets, shown in green on Figure 11, is strongly con-
sistent with the observed incident flux range of 1.3 RJ

planets, suggesting that the radii of these planets is tied
closely to their current irradiation. Despite the fact that
the planets crossed the empirical threshold for inflation
relatively early on in their lifetimes if at all, the planets
did not receive sufficient flux to display significant ra-
dius anomalies or be inflated to their observed sizes until
post-main sequence evolution.

Though the current incident fluxes of the planets in
this study lie much closer to the median value for 1.3
RJ planets, it is important to note that their incident
flux is also consistent with the 1.2 RJ planet population,
as the standard deviation in both planet populations is
&500 F⊕. This is to be expected, as the vast majority of
confirmed planet radii are not measured to within 10% or
less, and thus the 1.2 RJ and 1.3 RJ planet populations
are not distinct.

5.2. Comparing Re-Inflation and Delayed Cooling
Models

Figure 12 illustrates Class I models for the radius evo-
lution of K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01, assuming the
best-fit values for planet mass, radius, and orbital pe-
riod. Each of these models assumes a constant planetary
heating efficiency, defined to be the fraction of energy a
planet receives from its host star that is deposited into
the planetary interior, causing adiabatic heating and in-
flation of the planet. The colors of the various planetary
evolution curves correspond to different planetary heat-
ing efficiencies ranging from 0.01% to 0.1%, assuming a
planet with the best-fit planet mass at a constant orbital
distance from a star with the best-fit stellar mass calcu-
lated here. The incident flux on the planet is then calcu-
lated as a function of time using the MESA stellar evolu-
tionary tracks (Choi et al. 2016). From this, the planet
radius is calculated by convolving the Kelvin-Helmholtz
cooling time with planetary heating at a consistent effi-
ciency with respect to the incident stellar flux over the
lifetime of the system. The black dotted lines correspond
to planetary evolution with no external heat source. Post
main sequence evolution is shown with higher time res-
olution in the insets. Based on the calculated planet
radii, we estimate a heating efficiency of 0.03%+0.04%

−0.02% for

K2-97b and 0.03%+0.03%
−0.01% for EPIC 228754001.01. Uncer-

tainties on the heating efficiency were calculated by run-
ning additional models for each system with both masses
and radii lowered/raised by one standard deviation. As
planet mass and radius uncertainties are not perfectly
correlated, using such a method to calculate planetary
heating efficiency should provide conservative errors.

Based on these two particular planets, the heating ef-
ficiency of gas giant planets via post-main sequence evo-
lution of their host stars is strongly consistent between
both planets but smaller than theories predict (Lopez
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Fig. 12.— Planetary radius as a function of time for K2-97b (left) and EPIC 228754001.01 (right), shown for various different values of
heating efficiency. We assume the best-fit values for the stellar mass and the planetary mass and radius, and a planetary composition of a
H/He envelope surrounding a 10 M⊕ core of heavier elements. The dotted line corresponds to a scenario with no planetary heating. The
inset shows the post-main sequence evolution at a finer time resolution. The measured planet radii are consistent with a heating efficiency

of 0.03%+0.04%
−0.02%

and 0.03%+0.3%
−0.1%

, respectively.

Fig. 13.— Planetary radius as a function of time for K2-97b and
EPIC 228754001.01 (bold), as well other similar mass planets with
similar main sequence fluxes orbiting main sequence stars. Colored
tracks represent scenarios where planets begin at an initial radius
of 1.85 RJ and then contract according to the Kelvin-Helmholtz
timescale delayed by the factor given by the color of the track. All
main sequence planets seem to lie on tracks that would favor dif-
ferent delayed cooling factors than the post-main sequence planets
studied here.

& Fortney 2016), and disagrees with the previous esti-
mate of planetary heating efficiency of 0.1%–0.5% made
by G16. This disagreement stems from the overestimate
of the mass of K2-97b in the previous study. As the
radii of lower density planets are more sensitive to heat-
ing and cooling effects than those of higher density, the
required heating to inflate a 1.1 MJ planet to 1.3 RJ is
significantly larger than the heating necessary to inflate
a 0.5 MJ planet to the same size. These new estimates of
planet heating efficiency tentatively suggest that if plan-
etary re-inflation occurred in these systems, the process
is not as efficient as previous studies suggested (Lopez &
Fortney 2016).

Slowed planetary cooling cannot be entirely ruled out
as the cause for large planet radii, as the planets are
not larger than they would have been during their pre-
main sequence formation. Figure 13 illustrates the var-
ious delayed cooling tracks that could potentially pro-
duce these planets. Different colored curves correspond
to cooling models where the Kelvin-Helmholtz cooling
time is increased by a constant factor. K2-97b and

EPIC 228754001.01 are shown in bold, whereas plan-
ets with masses of 0.4–0.6 MJ, incident fluxes of 100–
300 F⊕, and host stars smaller than 2R� (to ensure
that they have not begun RGB evolution) are shown in
gray (specifically these planets are K2-30b, Kepler-422b,
OGLE-TR-111b, WASP-11b, WASP-34b, and WASP-
42b). It can be seen that the main sequence planets have
systematically smaller radii, and thus suggest delayed
cooling rates that are significantly different from those
which would be inferred from the planets in this study.
The required cooling delay factor for the post-main se-
quence planets studied here is 20–250, significantly more
than the factor of ∼1–10 for main sequence cases. De-
layed cooling models predict a decrease in planet radius
with age, which strongly disagrees with the data shown
here. Re-inflation models predict the opposite. Thus, we
conclude that Class I re-inflation mechanisms are more
statistically relevant than Class II mechanisms in the evo-
lution of K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01, and thus stel-
lar irradiation is likely to be the direct cause of warm
and hot Jupiter inflation.

Furthermore, the assumption of a 10M⊕ core is low
compared to the inferred core masses of cooler non-
inflated giants. Using the planet-core mass relationship
of Thorngren et al. (2015), we predict core masses of ≈37
M⊕ for both K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01. These
higher core masses would significantly increase the re-
quired heating efficiencies to 0.10%+0.09%

−0.05% for K2-97b and

0.14%+0.07%
−0.04% for EPIC 228754001.01, or delayed cooling

factors of 300–3000× for these planets. Though these val-
ues suggest better agreement with previous results (e.g.,
G16), we report the conservative outcomes assuming 10
M⊕ cores to place a lower limit on the efficiency of plan-
etary heating.

5.3. Eccentricity Effects

Jones et al. (2017) independently report a non-zero
eccentricity for EPIC 228754001.01 based on the HIRES
data presented here and additional RV measurements ob-
tained with other instruments. Since transit parameters
are often degenerate, an inaccurate eccentricity could re-
sult in an inaccurate planet radius (e.g. Eastman et al.
2013) and thus potentially affect our conclusions regard-
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ing planet re-inflation.
A non-circular orbit would be surprising given the ex-

pected tidal circularization timescale for such planets.
Our estimated planet parameters suggest a timescale of
τe ∼ 6 Gyr using the relation of Gu et al. (2003) and
assuming a tidal quality factor Qp ≈ 106, comparable
to Jupiter (Ogilvie & Lin 2004; Wu 2005). This sug-
gests that the orbit of this planet should have been cir-
cularized before post-main sequence evolution, as long
as no other companion could have dynamically excited
the system. However, these timescale estimates are very
sensitive to planet density and tidal quality factor, and
adjusting these parameters within errors can result in es-
timates of τe < 1 Gyr as well as τe > 10 Gyr. Thus, we
cannot rule out a non-zero eccentricity for this system
based on tidal circularization timescale arguments alone.

We also used the relations of Bodenheimer et al. (2001)
to determine the tidal circularization energy and thus
tidal radius inflation that would expected for this system.
We find that the tidal inflation should be negligible for
this system even for a potentially high eccentricity. Thus,
if this planet were to be on an eccentric orbit, we should
still be able to distinguish between tidal and irradiative
planet inflation.

We attempted to model the eccentricity of this sys-
tem and obtained results which were consistent with our
circular model. However, these tests resulted in non-
convergent posterior chains, and thus we cannot rule out
a non-negligible eccentricity for this system. Additional
RV measurements should help to constrain the eccen-
tricity of this system, and clarify if and how eccentricity
affects the planet radius presented here.

5.4. Selection Effects and the Similarity of Planet
Parameters

K2-97 and EPIC 228754001 are remarkably similar:
the stellar radii and masses and planet radii, masses, and
orbital periods agree within 10%. This begs the question:
is it only coincidence that these systems are so similar,
is it the product of convergent planetary evolution, or is
it the result of survey bias or selection effect? Here, we
investigate the last possibility.

Two effects modulate the intrinsic distribution of plan-
ets as a function of mass M , radius R, and orbital pe-
riod P to produce the observed occurrence in a survey of
evolved stars: the detection of the planet by transit, and
the lifetime of planets against orbital decay due to tides
raised on large, low-density host stars. A deficit of giant
planets close to evolved stars (Kunitomo et al. 2011) as
well as the peculiar characteristics of some RGB stars
(rapid rotation, magnetic fields, and lithium abundance)
have been explained as the result of orbital decay and
ingestion of giant planets (Carlberg et al. 2009; Privitera
et al. 2016a,b; Aguilera-Gómez et al. 2016b,a).

The volume V over which planets of radius Rp and
orbital period P can be detected transiting a star of mass
and radius M∗ and R∗ is (see Appendix):

V ∼ R
3

(1−α)
p P−1R

− 3(3α−1)
2(1−α)

∗ M
− 1

2
∗ , (9)

. where α is the power-law index relating RMS photo-
metric error to number of observations (α = 1/2 for un-
correlated white noise). The lifetime of a planet against
orbital decay due to tides raised on the star, in the limit

that the decay time is short compared to the RGB life-
time, is

τtide ≈ 4.1

(
MP

MJ

)−1

P
13
3

days

Q′∗
2× 105

(
M∗
M�

) 5
3
(
R∗
R�

)−5

Myr,

(10)
. where Q′∗ is a modified tidal quality factor (see Ap-
pendix).

The bias effect B is the product V · τtide which then
scales as:

B ∝ R
3

(1−α)
p M−1

P P
10
3 M

7
6
∗ R
− 7−α

2(1−α)
∗ . (11)

This formulation ignores the possibility of Roche-lobe
overflow and mass exchange between the planet and the
star (e.g., Jackson et al. 2017, and references therein).
Roche-lobe overflow of the planet will occur only when
a . 2.0R∗(ρ∗/ρp)

1/3 (Rappaport et al. 2013) and since
ρp is at least an order of magnitude larger than ρ∗ on the
RGB, overflow never occurs before the planet is engulfed.
In fact, the planet may accrete mass from the star before
engulfment but this only hastens its demise.

Our survey is biased towards planets with large radii
(easier to detect) but against planets with large masses
(shorter lifetime). Contours of constant bias in a mass-

radius diagram describe the relation RP ∝ M
(1−α)/3
P .

If the power-law index of the planetary mass-radius re-
lation is steeper than the critical value (1 − α)/3 then
larger planets are favored; if it is shallower than smaller
planets are favored. A maximum in B occurs where the
index breaks, i.e. at a “knee” in the mass-radius relation.
For α = 1/2 the critical value of the power-law index is
1/6, i.e. well below the values inferred for rocky plan-
ets or “ice giants” like Neptune. Chen & Kipping (2017)
inferred a break at 0.41 ± 0.06MJ where the index falls
from 0.59 to -0.04, reflecting the onset of support by elec-
tron degeneracy in gas giant planets. Bashi et al. (2017)
found a similar transition of 0.55 to 0.01 at 0.39±0.02MJ .
Since the power-law index of B is bounded by 0 and 1/3,
the location of B is independent of α, but the magnitude
of the bias does increase with α. This is illustrated in
Fig. 14, where B (normalized by the maximum value)
is calculated for planets following the Chen & Kipping
(2017) mass-radius relation and with α = 1/2 (pure Pois-
son noise) and α = 0.7 (finite correlated noise).

For periods less than a critical value P∗ (see Appendix),
where

P∗ = 0.63
(
MP τRGBM

−1
∗ ρ

−5/3
i

)3/13

days, (12)

where MP is in Jupiter masses, τRGB is in Myr, and
M∗ and ρi are in solar units, the decay time is shorter
than the RGB lifetime and Eqn. 12 holds. Using
the stellar evolution models of Pols et al. (1998) for a
solar-like metallicity, we find P∗ ≈ 5 − 6 days, roughly
independent of M∗ over the range 0.9–1.6M�, and only
weakly dependent on MP . For planets with P > P∗,
including K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01, planet life-
time is governed by the RGB evolution time rather than
orbital decay time, and detection bias dominates.

The survey bias for P can be seen in Eqn. 11 where
B increases rapidly with P to P∗, at which point τtide

becomes comparable to τRGB and Eqn. 11 no longer
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Fig. 14.— Survey bias factor B as a function of planet mass for
planets around evolved stars, calculated using Eqn. 11 and the
Chen & Kipping (2017) planet mass-radius relation, and assuming
the orbital decay time is much shorter than the stellar evolution
time. The solid lines is for pure “white” (Poisson) noise (α = 0.5)
while the dashed line is for the case of “red” (correlated) noise
(α = 0.7). Detection of planets of 0.4MJ mass is strongly favored:
smaller planets are more difficult to detect while more massive
planets do not survive long enough.

applies. Beyond that point, survey bias is governed by
detection bias, which decreases with P (Eqn. 9). Thus
B has a maximum at P = 5 − 6 days, weakly depen-
dent on planet mass and Q∗. This potentially can ex-
plain Kepler-91b (6.25 days), but perhaps not K2-97b or
EPIC 228754001.01.

Since P∗ is weakly MP -dependent, survey bias at P =
P∗ is also dependent on both RP and MP . Substitut-

ing Eqn. 12 into Eqn. 11 yields B ∝ R
3/(1−α)
P M

−3/13
P .

Interestingly, this mass dependence, combined with the
slightly negative mass-radius power-law index for giant
planets due to electron degeneracy pressure, is enough
to produce a peak in B, again at the 0.4MJ transi-
tion. Explanation of the similarities of the K2-97b and
EPIC 228754001.01 systems by survey bias, however,
might require an anomalously low value of Q′∗, incon-
sistent with constraints from binary stars and analyses
of other planetary systems (see discussion in Patra et al.
2017), as well as the theoretical expectation that dissi-
pation on the RGB is weaker because of the small core
mass and radius (e.g., Gallet et al. 2017).

Alternatively, we note that our selection criterion cri-
terion of detectable stellar oscillations imposes a lower
limit on R∗ of about 3R�. This means that that ef-
fective initial stellar density in our sample ρi is sev-
eral times smaller, which increase P∗ by a factor of
∼ 1.5, making it consistent with the orbits of K2-97b
and EPIC 228754001.01. In future work we will perform
a more rigorous treatment of bias using the actual stars
in our survey and their properties using asteroseismology,
spectroscopy, and forthcoming Gaia parallaxes.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We report the discovery of a transiting planet with
R = 1.30 ± 0.07 RJ and M = 0.49 ± 0.06 MJ around
the low luminosity giant star EPIC 228754001, and re-
vise our earlier mass estimate of K2-97b. We use a sim-

ple harmonic oscillator Gaussian process model to es-
timate the correlated noise in the lightcurve to quan-
tify and remove potential correlations between planetary
and stellar properties, and measure asteroseismic quan-
tities of the star using only time domain information.
We also performed spectroscopic, traditional asteroseis-
mic, and imaging studies of the host stars K2-97 and
EPIC 228754001 to precisely determine stellar parame-
ters and evolutionary history and rule out false positive
scenarios. We find that both systems have effectively null
false positive probabilities. We also find that the masses,
radii, and orbital periods of these systems are similar to
within 10%, possibly due to a selection bias toward larger
yet less massive planets.

We determine that K2-97b and EPIC 228754001.01 re-
quire approximately 0.03% of the current incident stellar
flux to be deposited into the planets’ deep convective
interior to explain their radii. This suggests planet in-
flation is a direct response to stellar irradiation rather
than an effect of delayed planet cooling after formation,
especially for inflated planets seen in evolved systems.
However, stellar irradiation may not be as efficient a
mechanism for planet inflation as indicated by Grunblatt
et al. (2016), due to the previously overestimated mass
of K2-97b driven by the limited phase coverage of the
original Keck/HIRES radial velocity measurements.

Further studies of planets around evolved stars are
essential to confirm the planet re-inflation hypothesis.
Planets may be inflated by methods that are more
strongly dependent on other factors such as atmospheric
metallicity than incident flux. An inflated planet on a
20 day orbit around a giant star would have been defini-
tively outside the inflated planet regime when its host
star was on the main sequence, and thus finding such
a planet could more definitively test the re-inflation hy-
pothesis. Similarly, a similar planet at a similar orbital
period around a more evolved star will be inflated to
a higher degree (assuming a constant heating efficiency
for all planets). Thus, discovering such a planet would
provide more conclusive evidence regarding these phe-
nomena. Heating efficiency may also vary between plan-
ets, dependent on composition and other environmental
factors. Continued research of planets orbiting subgiant
stars and planet candidates around larger, more evolved
stars should provide a more conclusive view of planet
re-inflation.

The NASA TESS Mission (Sullivan et al. 2015) will
observe over 90% of the sky with similar cadence and
precision as the K2 Mission for 30 days or more. This
data will be sufficient to identify additional planets in
∼10 day orbital periods around over an order of magni-
tude more evolved stars, including oscillating red giants
(Campante et al. 2016). This dataset should be sufficient
to constrain the heating efficiency of gas-giant planets to
the precision necessary to effectively distinguish between
delayed cooling and direct re-inflationary scenarios. It
will also greatly enhance our ability to estimate planet
occurrence around LLRGB stars and perhaps help deter-
mine the longevity of our own planetary system.
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APPENDIX

Survey Bias for Star and Planet Properties

Following Gaudi et al. (2005), we estimated the distance d to which systems can be detected, but we modify the
calculation to account for coherent (“red”) noise from stellar granulation and noise due to drift of the spacecraft and
stellar image on the K2 CCDs, whereby the RMS noise increases faster than the the square root of the number of
measurements n, or the signal-to-noise decreases more slowly than n−1/2. We parameterize this by the index α, where
the RMS noise scales as nα. In a magnitude-limited survey of stars of a monotonic color (i.e. bolometric correction)
and fixed solid angle, the volume V that can observed to a distance d and hence the number of systems in a survey
goes as d3. This scales as22:

V ∝ R
3

(1−α)
p P−1R

− 3α
1−α
∗ ρ

− 1
2
∗ . (1)

For the case of α = 1/2 (white noise) we recover the original scaling of Gaudi et al. (2005):

V ∝ R6
pR
− 3

1−α
∗ P−1ρ

− 1
2
∗ . (2)

Since stars on the RGB differ far more in radius than they do in mass, we re-express ρ∗ in Eqn. 9 terms of M∗ and
R∗:

V ∼ R
3

(1−α)
p P−1R

− 3(3α−1)
2(1−α)

∗ M
− 1

2
∗ (3)

We also consider the lifetime of a planet against orbital decay due to the tides it raises on the slowly-rotating star.
This is expressed as (e.g., Patra et al. 2017):

dP

dt
= − 27π

2Q′∗

MP

M∗

(
3π

Gρ∗

) 5
3

P−
10
3 , (4)

where Q′∗ is a modified tidal dissipation factor that includes the Love number, M∗ and ρ∗ the stellar mass and mean
density, and G is the gravitational constant.

If a planet’s orbit decays on a time scale that is short compared to any evolution of the host star on the RGB (i.e.
R∗ is constant) and mass loss is negligible (i.e. M∗ is constant) then integrating Eqn. 4 yields the decay lifetime τtide:

τtide ≈ 4.1

(
MP

MJ

)−1

P
13
3

dy

Q′∗
2× 105

(
M∗
M�

) 5
3
(
R∗
R�

)−5

Myr, (5)

where stellar values are those at the base of the RGB.
For sufficiently low MP or large P the orbital decay time becomes comparable to the timescale of evolution of the

host star on the RGB. R∗ increases, decreasing the volume over which the planet could be detected (Eqn. 9), and
shortens the lifetime (Eqn. 10). Rather than V τtide, we must evaluate

B ∝
∫ τtide

0

dt V (t). (6)

22 This assumes that d does not extend outside the galactic disk
over a significant portion of the survey.
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To model the density evolution on the RGB during H-shell burning we adopt a helium core-mass evolution equation:

dMc

dt
= − L

Xξ
, (7)

where L is the luminosity, X is the mixing ratio of H fuel (≈ 0.7) and ξ the energy release for H-burning. We use the
core mass-luminosity relation of Refsdal & Weigert (1970):

L

L�
≈ 200

(
Mc

M0

)β
(8)

where M0 = 0.3M� is a reference core mass and β = 7.6. Assuming a constant Teff so that L∗ ∝ R2
∗ and neglecting

mass loss on the RGB, the density evolves as;

R∗ = Ri

[
1− L0 (β − 1)

M0Xξ

(
Mi

M0

)β−1
] −β

2(β−1)

, (9)

where ρi and Mi are the initial stellar density and core mass on the RGB. This can be re-written in terms of the
duration of the RGB phase τRGB and the final core mass Mf at the tip of the RGB when the helium flash occurs:

R∗(t) = Ri

[
1 +

t

τRGB

[
1−

(
Mi

Mf

)β−1
]] −β

2(β−1)

(10)

By the time the helium flash occurs, the radius of the star has evolved considerably, i.e. Rf/Ri = (Mf/Mi)
β/2

. For
a solar-mass star, Mf/Mi ≈ 4 (Pols et al. 1998) and stars at the RGB tip will have enlarged by over two orders of
magnitude relative to the end of the main sequence, while τtide will have fallen by a factor of 1011 (Eqn. 10). We
assume that the no planet of interest survives that long, i.e. τtide never approaches τRGB. Moreover, even giant planets
will not be detected by transit because RP /R∗ will be too small, and we neglect the mass term in Eqn. 10:

R∗(t) ≈ Ri
(

1− t

τRGB

) −β
2(β−1)

(11)

To obtain a scaling relation for τtide we substitute Eqn. 10 into Eqn. 4 to and integrate to obtain P (t), then evaluate
the time-dependent factors in Eqn. 6. Substituting x = 1− t/τRGB, B scales as

B ∝ R
3

1−α
p M

− 1
2

∗ τRGB

×
∫ 1

xmin

dx
[
1−A

(
x−

3β+2
2(β−1) − 1

)]− 3
13

x
3β(3α−1)

4(1−α)(β−1) ,
(12)

where

A =
117π

Q∗

β − 1

3β + 2

MP

M∗

(
3π

Gρi

)5/3
τRGB

P
13/3
0

, (13)

and

xmin =
(
1 +A−1

)− 2(β−1)
3β+2 . (14)

Figure 15 plots B as a function of A for β = 7.6 and α = 1/2. It shows that if A � 1 (rapid tidal evolution)

then B ∝ A−1 and hence B ∝ R
3/(1−α)
P M−1

p , as in Eqn. 11 and thus detection of transition objects at the electron
degeneracy threshold is favored. However, if A � 1 then B is independent of A and hence MP and P (but not RP ).
Detection of gas giants, particularly inflated planets with the largest radii, is then favored. For the same values of α
and β and Q∗ = 2× 105, the condition for A = 1 becomes a critical value for period

P∗ = 0.63
(
MP τRGBM

−1
∗ ρ

−5/3
i

)3/13

days, (15)

where MP in Jupiter masses, τRGB is in Myr, and M∗ and ρi are in solar units.
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Fig. 15.— Survey bias factor B as a function of A (Eqn. 13), which contains the dependencies on MP , P , and R∗, and accounts for
simultaneous orbital decay and evolution of the host star along the RGB. In the regime where A � 1 (orbital decay faster than stellar
evolution), B ∝ 1/A and Eqn. 11 is recovered. If A� 1, B is independent of A and dependent only on RP .
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